I want to reemphasize my statement about
the vast diversity of veil styles. Some are
made only of screen fabric, making them
foldable, collapsible, easily packed away,
etc. Others are huge, bulky, etc. Some tie
in the front, others in the back. Some keep
the screen mesh away from the face, while
others put it very close to the face. This diversity in styles allows beekeepers to choose
the type of veil that best meets their needs.

Figure 1: The bee veil. (A) A typical helmet protects the scalp area of the head
and provides a structure from which the veil hangs. (B) The black screen mesh
surrounds the face and often the back of the head. (C) A looser screen fabric
often is found on the lower third of the veil. (D) This veil is secured to the body
using long draw strings that wrap around the body from the back and tie in the
front. University of Florida.
most share a basic structure. This includes
a (1) helmet/hat/scalp-cover that goes on
top of the head, (2) black screen mesh that
surrounds the face and head, (3) a looser
screen netting that goes around the throat
and (4) some sort of fastener to fix the veil
to the body (Figure 1). The more traditional
veils have hard plastic, pith, or other types
of helmets that are worn on top of the head.
These protect the scalp from bee stings and
they also provide the infrastructure from
which the screen mesh is hung around the

Figure 2: Bees will crawl on the veil so
it is important that all parts of the veil
function properly and that the veil is
secured tightly to the body. University
of Florida.
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face. The helmets are often vented and some
contain hooks or other catches that keep the
screen material from “riding” to the top of
the helmet. Many new veils omit the need
for helmets and instead, use a wired-cloth
material to serve in place of the helmet.
These, typically, are one-piece veils.
Regardless of the head covering, all veils
contain screen mesh material that protects
the face. The mesh is usually black, to reduce glare, and often made of metal, though
mesh fabric is becoming increasingly popular. The black mesh usually goes around the
front, sides, and back of the head. Some veil
styles only include see-through black mesh
in the face area.
Veils are always anchored to the body
to prevent bees from crawling into the veil
through the bottom (Figure 2). To that end,
veils can be tied (more conventional) or
zipped (becoming increasingly popular) to
the PPE worn around the torso area. The
value of tied veils is that they can be used
on any outfit or even no outfit at all for the
friskier beekeepers. The downside is that
improperly-tied, and sometimes even properly-tied, veils are navigable by bees, which
are able to crawl up from the bottom and
into the veil. Zipper-anchored veils can only
be attached to the suit/shirt that has the other
half of the zipper track. So, they are limited
in usability across multiple outfits. What
they lose in transportability, they make up
for with impenetrability. Zipped veils are
nearly impenetrable to bees. I say “nearly”
because the zippers on a zipped veil meet
and often leave a small hole at the meeting
junction. Most manufacturers of suit/veil
combos cover this hole with Velcro material. Furthermore, tears in the veil fabric
allow bees into the veil, despite how well it
is zipped to the body.

Bee Suit
The bee suit, as the name implies, covers
the entire body to protect the torso, midsection, legs and arms from stings (Figure 3).
Bee suits usually are made of tightly woven
fabric, though other materials are becoming increasingly popular. They are typically
white for two primary reasons: (1) dark suits
are hot to wear and (2) bees sting dark colors when the defensive response is initiated.
Many newer-style suits offer added ventilation so that beekeepers do not overheat
while working colonies during the warmer
months.
Bee suits are not impenetrable to bee
stings. That is why it is generally a good
recommendation to get a suit one size larger
than what you would ordinarily wear. For
example, use an extra-large bee suit if you
typically wear large clothes. The bagginess
keeps the fabric from being held close to the
skin. This is important because a sting is less
likely to reach the skin if pushed into the
baggy fabric.
Today’s bee suits come complete with
multiple pockets and other stylish features.
For example, they typically have elastic at
the wrists and ankles to ensure a snug fit.
They sometimes have access panels in the
sides which allow you to put your hand
through the suit and into pockets you may
have in your undergarments, i.e. shorts or
pants worn beneath the suit. They also come
in all shapes and sizes, even for children.
Many beekeepers discover that suits can
be replaced with pants and long-sleeve
shirts which offer similar protection from
stings. Consequently, suits are often the first
or second piece of PPE that beekeepers forfeit as they gain experience working bees.
That, of course, is not always true as many
commercial beekeepers find that suits offer
the best protection when working hundreds
of colonies a day.
Bee jackets are a great substitute for full
bee suits. They are made of the same material as full suits, but they only cover the head
and torso area, not the midsection (groin
area) and legs. Jackets are a great compromise for the beekeepers who desire the
protection of full suits, but want to be able
to get in/out of beekeeping PPE quickly.
Many of today’s suits and jackets can be
purchased as suit/veil combos. Veils in this
situation are usually fastened to such suits
with zippers.
Bee Gloves
As the names implies, bee gloves (Figure
4) are worn to protect the hands, wrists and
usually the forearms from stings. Tradition-
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Figure 3: The full bee suit. Notice that the suit is white, contains numerous
pockets, and that my sleeves are rolled up on the right. Note also that the PhD
student (left) has the umbrella while his supervisor (right) is in the open rain.
What’s wrong with this picture? University of Florida.
ally, bee gloves have leather hands and stiff
fabric gauntlets, the latter which protect the
wrists and forearms. However, gloves come
in many styles and can be fabricated from
different materials. Rubber gloves, for example, are becoming increasingly popular
though they can be quite hot to wear. Most
leather/cloth gloves offer a ventilation panel
midway up the gauntlet, thus allowing fresh
air to reach the hands. Most gloves have
elastic around the base of the gauntlet, help-

ing the glove to be held securely to the arm,
usually around the elbow area. They can be
further secured to this area with tape if there
is a risk of bees entering the glove at this
area, especially as the gloves age and the
elastic relaxes.
Like bee suits, bee gloves are not impenetrable to stings. I have been stung many
times while wearing gloves. However,
gloves do offer reasonable protection from
stings and are advisable for intense mo-

Figure 4: A bee glove in action. The hand cover for this glove is made of leather
while the gauntlet (the part that covers the wrist and forearm) is composed of
stiffer, tightly woven fabric. The gauntlet contains a vent panel (arrowed) to
provide fresh air to the hands. University of Florida.
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ments of bee work (removing supers, working defensive colonies, etc.).
On the other hand, wearing gloves can
be a sting liability for a couple of reasons.
First, alarm pheromone can accumulate on
gloves when bees are attacking, thus making the gloves more attractive to stinging
bees. Second, beekeepers who wear gloves
often work colonies more roughly than
their gloveless counterparts because they
are numb to the defensive reaction exhibited by the bees. There is never a pressure
to be gentle while working colonies since
gloved beekeepers do not pay the price (i.e.
get stung) when they are too rough with
a colony. There is probably some truth in
the belief that gloveless beekeepers know
how to work a colony in a way to minimize
the bees’ defensive response because they
learned what it took to keep the bees calm.
Many beekeepers have discovered that
there are a few alternatives to bee gloves.
For example, I know beekeepers who use
the standard work glove that can be purchased at the local hardware store. They
tend to be cheaper, durable, etc. However,
they do not have the gauntlet that covers the
forearm and often are difficult to secure to
a shirt or bee suit sleeve, a major liability if
you are trying to keep bees out of the glove.
Other beekeepers have used latex gloves,
dishwasher gloves, etc. Worth noting is that
most bee gloves DO NOT meet the requirements stated on labels for pesticides that
must be applied while wearing hand protection. In other words, they often should not
be used to apply the hive products typically
used against the major bee pests (particularly
Varroa).
Foot Protection
The feet and ankles are vulnerable to bee
stings. I offer here a few recommendations
worth considering when deciding how to
protect these areas with PPE.
1) Spend the money and buy boots to
protect your feet. I recommend waterproof
boots since beekeepers regularly find themselves in wet fields, walking through mud
puddles, etc. It is best not to buy black or
other dark-colored boots, an admitted difficulty considering that most are brown/black.
2) High top boots/shoes are best because
they cover the ankles. Typically, low-top
shoes or sandals are not advisable as they
make it easy for bees to sting the ankles.
3) Secure the suit- or pant-legs to the
boots either using Velcro-type material, rubber bands, etc. or by tucking the bottom of
the legs inside the upper part of the high-top
boots.
4) Do not tuck your pant- or suit-legs in
to long socks. This arrangement typically
leaves a single layer of fabric around the
ankle area, which stinging bees always seem
quick to exploit.
5) Wear thick, light-colors socks. Remember, defensive bees attack dark colors.
Of course, the amount of PPE worn is at
the full discretion of the beekeeper. However, it is advisable to own and have the full
assortment of PPE with you any time you
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